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Abstract—The unprecedented increase in data volume has
become a severe challenge for conventional patterns of data
mining and knowledge discovery tasked with handling big data.
The recently introduced Spark platform is a new processing
method for big data analysis that has attracted increasing
attention from both the scientific community and industry. In
this paper, we propose a shared nearest-neighbor quantum
game-based attribute reduction algorithm (SNNQGAR) that
incorporates the hierarchical coevolutionary Spark model. We
first present a shared coevolutionary nearest-neighbor hierarchy
with self-evolving compensation that considers the features of
nearest-neighborhood attribute subsets and calculates the
similarity between attribute subsets according to the shared
neighbor information of attribute sample points. We then
present a novel weight tensor attribute model to generate
ranking vectors of attributes and apply them to balance the
relative contributions of different neighborhood attribute
subsets. To optimize the model, we propose an embedded
quantum equilibrium game paradigm to can ensure that noisy
attributes do not degrade the big data reduction results. A
combination of the hierarchical coevolutionary Spark model
and an improved MapReduce framework is then constructed
that it can better parallelize SNNQGAR to efficiently determine
the preferred reduction solutions of the distributed attribute
subsets. Experimental comparisons demonstrate the superior
performance of SNNQGAR, which outperforms most of the
state-of-the-art attribute reduction algorithms. Moreover, the
results indicate that SNNQGAR can be successfully applied to
segment overlapping and interdependent fuzzy cerebral tissues,
and that it exhibits a stable and consistent segmentation
performance for neonatal cerebral cortical surfaces.
Index Terms— Shared nearest-neighbor hierarchy, attribute
reduction, quantum equilibrium game paradigm, hierarchical
coevolutionary Spark, neonatal cortical surface segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION
ig data has become a hot topic in many aspects of research
and industry and is currently experiencing explosive
growth characterized by the “Five Vs” (high volume,
variety, velocity, veracity and value). These “Five Vs” are the
key features of big data and the cause of inherent uncertainties
in representing, processing, and analyzing big data [1][2][3].
As research interest in artificial intelligence (AI) and big data
application fields has increased over the past decade, their
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scientific, technological and application prospects have been
dramatically improved [4][5][6]. Nevertheless, efficient big
data analytics requires significant innovations in existing AI
techniques. Due to the uncertain and intricate nature of big
data, existing AI techniques must be modified so that they are
capable of producing quality analytics while remaining
practical for real-world deployment under modest
computational resources. Although big data can provide a large
candidate attribute set, most of these attributes are irrelevant or
redundant, which degrades the learning performance of AI
algorithms [7][8]. This situation requires adjusting the details
of the solution space to transform the original problem into one
with a higher level of abstraction to account for imprecision,
uncertainty and inaccuracy during the decision-making process.
Attribute reduction for knowledge acquisition of big data is a
crucial preprocessing step that reduces the modeling
complexity. To winnow out superfluous attributes, we must
design better potential attribute reduction algorithms that
provide more efficient solutions to reduce large candidate
attribute sets in which redundancy, uncertainty and imprecision
exist.
Rough set theory (RST) was introduced by Pawlak as a tool
to handle uncertainty caused by indiscernibility and
incompleteness [9][10][11][12]. RST offers a theoretical
framework that supports attribute reduction, which is a crucial
preprocessing step in data mining [13][14][15][16]. The
uncertainty in big data results from biased domain knowledge,
imperfect measurements, faulty sensors, operator errors and
other factors that reflect real-world conditions. Currently,
attribute reduction based on RST has become an effective
approach for using information granules to build efficient
models for complex applications, especially for those
encountered in big data contexts [17][18][19]. Developing
attribute reduction algorithms can be helpful for big data
analyses that present imprecision, uncertainty and vagueness.
In recent years, significant advances in RST have been made
in the scientific and engineering domains, and numerous
attribute reduction algorithms have been proposed and
discussed. In the classical RST model, the classification quality,
information entropy, positive regions and lower approximation
bounds under each decision class vary consistently and
monotonically during the attribute reduction procedure. For
example, Wang [20] demonstrated the equivalence of the
reductions obtained using the positive region and information
entropy. Hu et al. [21] derived a few attribute significance
measures based on a fuzzy rough model and constructed a
novel forward greedy attribute reduction algorithm. Yao et al.
[22] proposed a discernibility matrix-based attribute reduction
method by simplifying the matrix to reduce the computational
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cost. Chen et al. [23] presented a sample pair selection
procedure to complete the attribute reduction procedure. Li et al.
[24] developed a decision-theoretic RST model based on
neighborhoods to analyze the positive regions related to
attribute reduction. Yeung et al. [25] proposed different classes
of generalized upper and lower approximation operators of
fuzzy rough sets. Chen et al. [26] explored an integrated
classification method to simultaneously select useful attributes
and extract fuzzy rules. Because the classical RST models are
sensitive to noisy information, An et al. [27] presented a robust
fuzzy RST model based on a soft minimum enclosing sphere
with a fuzzy dependency function; however, this model
suffered from a large search space and resulted in a large
number of inferior solutions. Zhang et al. [28] proposed an
attribute reduction and approximate reasoning framework via
an α-dominance-based quantitative RST for large-scale
set-valued information tables. Yang et al. [29] defined the
relative discernibility relation of condition attributes and
developed two algorithms to identify reductions in
variable-precision rough sets.
Although attribute reduction algorithms based on RST have
shown promising performances in classification rule
acquisition, recommender systems, regression learning and
intrusion detection, these algorithms unavoidably generate an
exponential number of irrelevant attribute subsets that are
flooded with interesting interrelated features. Thus, when a
large number of new objects are simultaneously generated in a
single database, a considerable waste of executed space and
computational time occurs when traditional attribute reduction
algorithms are employed.
Therefore, to effectively address this problem of attribute
reduction for big data, new approaches must be explored via
distributed computational strategies. The MapReduce model
devised by Google in 2003 is intended to operate on large-scale
datasets in a distributed environment, and it has become a
well-known parallel framework [30][31][32]. MapReduce
supplies a distributed file system that can store massive datasets
and provides a suitable method for parallelizing big data
analyses. Benefiting from its parallelization framework,
MapReduce continues to attract growing research interest
because of its applicability in big data analysis, where
enormous amounts of data are partitioned and scattered across
numerous computing nodes. Several researchers have
endeavored to exploit parallel attribute reduction algorithms
based on MapReduce. For example, Qian et al. [33] proposed
parallel attribute reduction strategies based on MapReduce to
enhance computational efficiency. Zhang et al. [34]
investigated parallel algorithms for knowledge acquisition on
MapReduce and presented three different methods based on
parallel matrixes to operate on big data. Zhang et al. [35]
proposed a parallel implementation for computing composite
rough set approximations on Multiple GPUs. Chen et al. [36]
studied a parallel attribute reduction algorithm using
dominance-based neighborhood rough sets, which mainly
considered the partial orders among the numerical and
categorical attribute values. El-Alfy et al. [37] adopted the
MapReduce model to determine the minimum rough set
reduction by employing a parallel genetic algorithm
implementation. These extensive research efforts have directly
impacted attribute reduction in many big data applications.
However, although they benefit from the parallelization
framework, these parallel attribute reduction algorithms must
output many intermediate results to the Hadoop Distributed File

System (HDFS), which causes large amounts of disk and
network I/O. Consequently, these algorithms are still
time-consuming when processing big data, and their
performances might be unreliable.
Literature surveys reveal that although certain attribute
reduction algorithms have been used for big data processing,
most of them may be inefficient at performing complex
attribute reduction and at extracting useful knowledge from
these dynamically changing massive datasets. This situation
arises not only because of the algorithms’ scalability but also
because of the uncertain and intricate nature of big data. Thus,
attribute reduction processes that address big data can be
time-consuming, and the available algorithms suffer from the
following limitations and challenges.
As previously indicated, the high-dimensional number of
attributes with complex structures and ever-greater volumes
lead attribute reduction algorithms to become either
inapplicable or ineffective in the attribute space. These
algorithms must be modified so that they are capable of
producing quality analytics while remaining practical for
real-time deployment under modest computational resources.
Designing an efficient algorithm to rapidly solve the attribute
reduction problem of big data first requires determining an
attribute reduction model that prefers to select the
nearest-neighborhood attribute subsets. Although efforts have
been made to define and characterize attribute reduction
methods with MapReduce, we must still address the limitations
of existing MapReduce structures and interactions through
dynamically adapting MapReduce with the reorganization
model. Notwithstanding the advantages of the MapReduce
technique, determining a method of addressing speckle noise is
one of the most difficult problems because speckle noise is
basically multiplicative. Another challenge in big data research
pertains to the uncertainty issue. Uncertainty in big data results
from biased domain knowledge, imperfect measurements, and
other factors that reflect real-world situations. This challenge
requires adjusting the details in the solution space to transform
the original problem into one with a higher level of abstraction
that can account for imprecision, uncertainty and inaccuracy in
both the decision-making process and the knowledge sources.
Further research on these issues calls for an exploration of the
critical challenges, and the development of a systematic and
effective attribute reduction model and algorithm for big data to
improve the quality of solutions and decrease the computational
complexity.
Attribute reduction in big data relies on distributed
computational strategies because the data cannot be stored and
processed in a single node. Apache Spark (hereafter, Spark) has
become a well-recognized tool for sophisticated big data
analysis [38][39][40]. Moreover, Spark performs better than
MapReduce for iterative algorithms and interactive data
analysis, allowing an enormous amount of data to be
partitioned and scattered into a number of computing nodes
[41][42]. Spark has two main components: a Master and
Workers. One master node assigns jobs to the Worker nodes
[43]. Although Spark continues to attract growing research
interest in the realm of big data, attribute reduction with Spark
remains almost uncharted research territory. Moreover, the
scalability of attribute reduction presents additional challenges
when addressing large amounts of big data.
Motivated by the above observations, we aim to address
complex big data attribute reduction from high-dimensional
attribute space, and we propose a shared nearest-neighbor
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quantum
game-based
attribute
reduction
algorithm
(SNNQGAR) using hierarchical coevolutionary Spark. This
algorithm avoids the limitations of traditional algorithms based
on RST and expands the attribute weight tensor into the shared
nearest-neighbor relation to partition complex attribute sets
with unstructured, uncertain and imprecise data. The proposed
SNNQGAR algorithm can be parallelized to improve the
processing efficiency of hierarchical coevolutionary Spark.
Moreover, SNNQGAR shows additional benefits as the
attribute-noise ratio increases. The major contributions of this
paper are fourfold.
• First, we present a shared coevolutionary nearest-neighbor
hierarchy (SCNNH) with self-evolving compensation that
ensures the similarity between attribute subsets is calculated
according to the shared neighbor information of sample
attributes. The proposed coevolutionary procedure
converges quickly, which greatly improves the
classification accuracy.
• Second, we construct a novel attribute weight tensor to
generate ranking vectors for the nearest-neighbor attributes.
This approach balances the relative contributions of
different neighbor attribute subsets. Then, we propose a
quantum equilibrium game paradigm (QEGP) to ensure that
uncertain and imprecise attributes cannot degrade the final
attribute reduction results. Hence, all the useful candidate
attribute subsets are well preserved in the attribute space.
• Third, we propose a new hierarchical coevolutionary Spark
model combined with an improved MapReduce. This model
allows better parallelization of the proposed SNNQGAR
algorithm while also providing efficient attribute reduction
solutions for big data analytics.
• Finally, the proposed SNNQGAR algorithm is successfully
applied to complex neonatal brain regions to perform
consistent segmentations of cerebral cortical surfaces. The
experimental results show that SNNQGAR can segment
overlapping and interdependent fuzzy cerebral tissues, and
its results are consistent with those of expert manual
segmentations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents pertinent preliminary data on attribute reduction
based on RST. Section III describes the hierarchical
coevolutionary Spark model in detail. Section IV proposes a
shared coevolutionary nearest-neighbor hierarchy with a
self-evolving compensator. Section V establishes a novel
weight tensor-based quantum equilibrium game paradigm.
Section VI details the primary steps of SNNQGAR. Section VII
presents the experimental results for the datasets and their
corresponding analyses. Section VIII presents the performances
of the application to consistently segment neonatal cerebral
cortical surfaces, and Section IV presents conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section provides the relevant definitions for attribute
reduction based on RST.
Definition 1. In RST, an information system is
characterized as S = (U , A,V , f ), where

U

A

V

is a nonempty finite set of objects;
is a nonempty finite set of attributes (features);
equals
and is a domain of the attribute;
aÎAVa , Va

f is an information function U ´ A ® V , such that
f ( x, a) ÎVa for every x Î U , a Î A.

More specifically, a composite information system is also
called a composite decision table when conditions and decision
attributes are included in the information system. This table is
denoted by CDT = (U , C D, V , f ) , where C is a finite
set of condition attributes, and D is a finite set of decision
attributes.
Definition 2. Each nonempty subset B Î A determines the
indiscernibility relation, which is denoted as follows:
ReB = {( x, y) ÎU ´U | f ( x, a) = f ( y, a), "a Î B}. (1)
The relation RB partitions

U

into equivalence classes via

U / RB = {[ x]B | x ÎU },

(2)

where [ x ]B represents the equivalence class, which is

x with respect to B . U / RB is often

determined by
abbreviated as
Definition 3.

U / B.
A

U / B = {B Í A}

partial relation
is denoted as U / P

is observed for each

on

the family
.
U / Q Q j ÎU / Q

Pi ÎU / P and Pi Í Q j , where

U / P = {P1 , P2 ,..., Pm } and U / Q = {Q1 , Q2 ,..., Qn } are
partitions induced by P, Q Î A . Thus, P is more finely
defined than is Q.
Definition 4. For an object x Î U , its membership in the fuzzy
positive region is defined as

POS B ( D)( x) =

r

BDi ( x) ,

(3)

i =1

where D is a set of decision attributes.
Definition 5. This fuzzy rough dependency is used to evaluate
the significance of a subset of features in the feature space, and
it is defined as the ratio of the size of the positive regions over
all samples and expressed as follows:
å POSB ( D)( x) ,
(4)
g B ( D) = xÎU
U
where

0 £ g B ( D) £ 1 denotes the union operation and

×

denotes the set cardinality. The closer g B ( D) is to 1, the more
D depends on B .
Definition 6. If an attribute a can be removed from a set of
attributes P without changing the partitioning of U into
equivalence classes with respect to P , then it is a dispensable
or superfluous attribute in P ; otherwise, it is an indispensable
attribute.
Definition 7. Attribute reduction aims to remove redundant
attributes so that the reduced set provides the same qualities for
classification as does the original. A reduction is defined as a
subset Re of the conditional attribute set C , such as
g Re ( D) = g C ( D) . A decision table can have many attribute
reductions, and the set of all reductions is defined as
RED = {Re Í C | g Re ( D) = g C ( D), "B Ì Re, g B ( D) = g C ( D)}.
(5)
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In general, any element from the set of all reductions can be
thought of as a sufficient subset of attributes, such as
g Re ( D) = g C ( D).
Definition 8. For attribute reduction based on a rough set, a
reduction with minimal cardinality is identified. An attempt is
made to locate a single element of the minimal reduction set. If
we use
to refer to the set of all reductions that have the
same dependency value as g C ( D), then a minimal reduction is
defined as follows:

vector as follows:

di = {vi1 , vi 2 ,..., vij ,..., vim },

(7a)

vij = (1 + log ft ( Ri j )) * log(1 + n / f d ( Ri j )), (7b)
where

f t ( Ri j ) is the term frequency of the shared
nearest-neighbor radius Ri j in di , and f d ( Ri j ) is the
hierarchy frequency of the shared nearest-neighbor
radius Ri j in W .

(6)

2. Obtain the N i ´ N i matrix Ci , where N i is the number
of neighborhood radiuses in di. Ci (i, j ) corresponding

III. SHARED COEVOLUTIONARY NEAREST-NEIGHBOR
HIERARCHY (SCNNH) WITH SELF-EVOLVING COMPENSATION
In this section, we present an SCNNH with self-evolving
compensation, which ensures that similarity between attribute
subsets will be calculated according to the shared neighbor
information of sample attributes. The sample attributes
include both condition attributes and decision attributes of
selected samples in the shared nearest neighbor [18]. An
explanation of this SCNNH structure is provided in Fig. 1.
First, we define the similarity between shared coevolutionary
nearest neighbors. Then, we introduce an indirect distance
measurement method that considers the effects of attribute
neighbors and draws on the concept of shared neighbors to
generate interaction neighborhood vectors with self-evolving
compensation that characterize the distance between
coevolutionary nearest neighbors. The basic idea of shared
nearest neighbors is that two sample attributes are considered to
be more similar when they have more common neighbors. The
coevolutionary algorithm decomposes a problem into several
subcomponents and then evolves these subcomponents
cooperatively for a predefined number of cycles to achieve a
common goal [44][45][46]. Hence, the coevolutionary
procedure of SCNNH converges rapidly and greatly improves
the classification accuracy.
To clarify the explanation of SCNNH, the corresponding layer

to the shared weight between Rii and Ri j in di, which
is defined as

Re* Î{Re Î | "S Î ,| Re |£| S |}.

that contains the neighbor radius is denoted as l i ( i = 1, 2,..., n ).
As shown in the membership matrix M of Fig. 1, four types
of neighbor radiuses can be observed: R ip , Rti , Rni , and Rmi ,
where i is the row number and p, l, n, and m are the column
numbers. A hierarchy is employed to handle the condition
attribute jobs with the underlying interdependent structure. It
consists of n related neighborhood radiuses using the seed set
W = {d1 , d2 ,..., di ,..., dn }.
A nearest-neighbor set K consists of m shared nearest
neighbors from K = {k1 , k2 ,..., ki ,..., km }. To determine the useful
features from the SCNNH, the neighborhood radius is initially
calculated using the i th layer and then propagated to other
higher layers via the membership matrix M [9] with
self-evolving compensation [46][47]. Each layer corresponds to
a neighborhood radius with different solutions. The overall
flowchart of the SCNNH is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Shared coevolutionary nearest-neighbor
hierarchy (SCNNH)
1. Represent each hierarchy di by a shared nearest-neighbor

Ci (i, j ) = corr (fi , f j ),

(8)

where fi and f j are the feature vectors Rii and Ri j ,
respectively.
3. Input the condition attributes Ai Î C into the ith
hierarchy, and generate four interaction neighborhood
vectors, R ip , R it , Rin , and R im . Then, decompose
them into four vector subsets:

Rin = [ Rn1 , Rn2 ,..., Rni ]T, Rim = [ Rm1 , Rm2 ,..., Rmi ]T,

Rip = [ R1p , R2p ,..., Rip ]T, Rit = [ Rt1 , Rt2 ,..., Rti ]T.

(9)

4. The nearest neighborhood based on a similarity
measurement can be used to calculate the similarity
between points according to the shared neighbor
information. For any point i, its nearest neighbor ri is
expressed with the kernel distance method:

é æ s ij ö2 ù
ri = å exp ê - ç ÷ ú ,
êë è s c ø úû
i¹ j

(10)

where s ij is the Euclidean distance between the data
points i and j . The cutoff distance, s c > 0 , is the
neighborhood radius of a point. Thus, the nearest
neighbor ri is positively correlated to the number of
points whose distance from i is less than s c . The set
of nearest neighbors of point i is G(i) . Similarly, the set
of nearest neighbors for j is G( j ).
5. The shared nearest neighborhood of point i and point j is
defined as the intersection set of their common neighbor
sets, expressed as
(11a)
SNN (i, j) = G(i) I G( j).

Accordingly, the shared neighbor sets for Rmi and Rni
are computed by
(11b)
SNN (m, n) = G( Rmi ) G( Rni ),
where G ( Rmi ) and G( Rni ) are the sets of K-nearest
neighbors of Rmi and Rni , respectively.
6. Determine the similarity of shared nearest-neighborhood
vectors by a rigorous math formulation as follows:
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ì SNN (m, n) 2
, if m, n Î SNN (m, n),
ïï
(11)
Sim(m, n) = í å (d mk + d nk )
kÎSNN ( m , n )
ï
0
otherwise.
ïî
This approach can generate interaction neighborhood
vectors with self-evolving compensation that characterizes
the distance between coevolutionary nearest neighbors.
7. The nearest-neighbor hierarchy in W can be represented
by the shared nearest-neighbor vector in K , which can
be expressed as follows:

æ Sim11
z (e) = çç
ç Sim
n1
è

Sim1m ö
÷,
(12)
÷
Simnm ÷ø
where Simij indicates the similarity of Ri j with Rii .
8.

Calculate

the

f i j of the self-evolving

weight

compensation between Rii and Ri j using

fi j = df (ki k j ) df ( Ri j ),
where

df ( ki k j )

denotes

the

number

(13)
of

nearest

neighborhood ranking vectors in W that contain both
Rii and Ri j .
9. Construct the shared coevolutionary nearest-neighbor
vectors fm , fn , f p , ft by

fm = {x1 f m1 ,..., xi fmi }, fn = {x1 f n1 ,..., xi fni },
1
i
f p = {x1 f p1 ,..., xi f pi }, ft = {x1 ft ,..., xi ft },

(14)

where xi is the number of different neighborhood radii
that belong to the same decision attribute.

contribution of various neighborhood radiuses so that the
underlying interdependent structure of the condition attribute
jobs can be revealed. Furthermore, the attribute reduction
stability is measured by comparing the similarities of shared
nearest neighborhood vectors; thus, the attribute reductions for
big data are guaranteed to be equivalent to those observed using
the SCNNH.
IV. ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT-TENSOR-BASED QUANTUM
EQUILIBRIUM GAME
In this section, we construct an attribute weight tensor to
generate the ranking attribute vectors in each SCNNH, and we
balance the relative contributions of different neighborhoods.
Then, we propose a quantum equilibrium game paradigm to
exploit the special structure of the attribute weight tensor to
ensure that uncertain and imprecise attributes do not degrade
the reduction results of SCNNH. Hence, all the useful
candidate attribute subsets are well preserved in the feature
space.
A. Attribute weight tensor model construction
In this section, we construct an attribute weight tensor model
(AWTM) to instruct allocations by observing the sets of shared
coevolutionary nearest neighbors to which more neighbors
belong. The weights of different attribute combinations can be
calculated. Then, we present an attribute weight ranking
approach to generate the ranking attribute vectors in each
SCNNH. Finally, the attribute weight tensor with weight
ranking vectors is designed.
We represent each shared coevolutionary nearest-neighbor
vectors as a k-order tensor I f , I f ,..., I f , which corresponds
1

Ta ÎÂ

i

m

0

1

n
0

p

t

1

×××

1

1

k

I f1 ´ I f2 ´,...,´ I fk

can be obtained. The element ti i ...i in an
1 2 k
association tensor with a nonnegative integer value denotes the
number of co-occurrences from the i1th to the ik th attribute.
The overall flowchart of AWTM is shown in Algorithm 2.
R in

M

2

to k feature spaces described by different attributes. By
counting the nonzero elements that occur in all feature spaces
for each specific coordinate, an association tensor

R im

Rt4

(1)

R4p

(2)

R4n

R ip

fm

fn

fp

R4m

R it

ft
d1
(4)

(3)

Using this SCNNH, the coevolutionary nearest-neighbor Algorithm 2 Attribute weight tensor model (AWTM)
radius will share the self-evolving compensation to better
1. Determine the importance of the attributes of each feature
optimize the condition attributes of jobs on the hierarchical
space using a higher-order power method to calculate the
coevolutionary Spark model. Using SCNNH, we try to solve
ranking vector w1 , w2 ,..., wk , where wl (l = 1, 2,..., k ) is
the attribute reduction Fig.
of 1. multiple
and
Explanation ofoverlapping
the shared co-evolutionary
nearest-neighbor hierarchy with self-evolving compensation.
calculated by
interdependent attribute subsets in interconnected big datasets.
The SCNNH approach allows a better approximation of the
w = aT(l ) ´ w ´ w ´ w ´ w + (1 - a )µ , (15)
l

tr

1

l

l -1

l

l +1

l

k

l
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quantum equilibrium game paradigm (QEGP) based on an
attribute weight tensor is proposed to better achieve the Pareto
front of nondominated solutions in attribute reduction for big
data. The QEGP can prepare a superposition of quantum bit
states with the distance among nearest-neighbor attribute
weight tensors using a suitable quantum subroutine that
encodes the distances in the quantum amplitudes.
We use a new quantum bit representation, which is defined
as a pair of complex numbers (a , b ) . The process of
implementing the QEGP is illustrated in Fig. 2 and consists of
three aspects: 1) normalize the shared nearest neighbors, 2)
update the weights of the basis using gradient descent, and 3)
conduct entanglement among the neighboring weight tensors.
The overall steps of the QEGP are shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. Quantum equilibrium game paradigm (QEGP)
1. Represent the shared coevolutionary nearest-neighbor

and wl is the eigenvector that corresponds to the dominant
eigenvalue l of the first k-order tensor Ttr( l ) . Here, µ is a
stochastic vector, and a is a probability (a < 1) .
2. Generate the k-order tensor by first transforming

T

(l )
tr

Ta

to

using

t

tr ( l )
i1 il ik

=

tia1
z

åt
il =1

il

ik

a
i1 il

,

(16)

ik

Ta.

where z is the maximum dimension of all orders of
3. Design the ranking vector w1 , w2 ,..., wk using the
higher-order power method as follows:
(i) Set a probability 0 £ a £ 1, and select a threshold
e Î [0.5,1].
(ii) Select an initial vector w0, where
(iii) Set a stochastic vector

m

åw
i =1

0

å µ = 1, and set

= 1.
j = 0.

gate

} while w j - w j -1 > e .

I

Ĵ , whose initial status is formed as follows:
j0 = Jˆ RTM1 , RTM2 ,..., RTMm ,

sˆ iÄ m

I f1 of w j as the

(20)

é0 1 ù
= sˆ1 Ä sˆ 2 ××× Äsˆ m , and sˆ i = ê
ú
ë1 0 û
m

(-1)i T

.

3. Initialize the basis H=3, B ÎÂ3´2, and calculate the
projection of X on B as follows:

ranking vector w j¢ , and set w j = w j¢.
4. Return the attribute weight ranking vector as
I

m

where Jˆ = exp ég × sˆ Äm ù ( g Î [0, p ]),
i
ë
û
2

(17)

´ k w j -1 + (1 - a ) µ.

w1 ÎÂ f1 , w2 ÎÂ f2 ,

2

2. Entangle the nearest-neighbor status using the quantum

´ l -1 w j -1 ´ l +1 w j -1

(v) Represent the first-order tensor

RTMi , which is the superposition of

1

m

w j = aT tr ´ 1 w j -1
(l )

as

states and the collapse of states of quantum bits
[50][51] and conduct the normalization of all shared
nearest-neighbor vectors as R , R ,..., R
.
TM
TM
TM

i =1

(iv) Do { j = j + 1,

fi

vector

I
, wk ÎÂ fk .

H

xˆ i = projbx = å ( (bhi )Tx ) bhi .

(18)

5. Construct the product of the equation weight tensor
I ´ I ´,...,´ I fk
by
Tw ÎÂ f1 f2

(21)

h=1

Tw = w1 ´ w2 ´ wk .

(19)
effectively balances the relative

The weight tensor T
w
contributions of the coevolutionary nearest-neighbor radii.

RTM1

!

!

fi

RTMi

!

!

fn

RTMn

Jˆ

j0

Û1
!
Uˆ

i

!
Uˆ

f1¢
!

f i¢

1

AWTM

f1

Jˆ +
!

n

f n¢

Ä
Ä

jf

4. Find the minimum distance between x and xˆ i, which is
denoted by a representative winner (c) as

2
B. Quantum equilibrium(1) game paradigm based
on the
(2)
(3)
(22)
c = arg min x - xˆ i .
Perform
the
normalization
of
shared
Update
the
weights
of
basis
by
Perform
the
entanglement
operator
attribute weight tensor
nearest neighbors
using gradient descent
among neighbor weight tensors
5. Update the weights of the basis using the gradient descent
Disequilibrium
The quantum game is a combination
of game theoryEquilibrium
and
method as a cost function
quantum computation that differs Fig.
from
game theory,
2. classical
Quantum equilibrium
game process based on attribute weight tensor.
2
(23a)
and has emerged as a hot topic in certain aspects of various
E = å i GCi å x - xˆ i ,
research fields [47][48][49]. To bridge the gap between the
¶E
shared nearest-neighbor hierarchy and the attribute weight
bhi (t - 1) = bhi (t ) - h i (t )
tensor for the attribute reduction problem of big data, a novel
¶bh .
(23b)
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6. Assign the unitary operator Uˆ i to

reduction of big data. The main steps in processing big data are
as follows:
• Split the full big datasets into n Jobs (J1,J2,…Jn) using
HDFS, which includes (m-1) condition attributes of jobs of
incomplete big datasets (J1,J2, …Jm1) and (n-m+1) decision
attributes of jobs of incomplete big datasets (Jm, Jm+1, …Jn).
• Design a task-coevolution structure [52] based on the
improved MapReduce (TC-MapReduce) to enhance the
Spark performance. Fully exploit TC-MapReduce on Spark
to parallelize jobs (J1,J2, …Jm-1) within assignments across
nodes, in which J1 generates the condition attributes of the
job sequence (J2, …Jm-1) and Jm generates the decision
attributes of the job sequence (Jm+1, …Jn). Then, establish
the index of conditional attributes with missing data.
• Construct the condition-decision attributes of job pairs as
{J1m, J2(m+1),…,J(m-2)(n-1), J(m-2)n} to analyze the missing
condition attribute and remove the record with missing
decision attributes. Then, write the reduction sets (R1,R2,
…Rm…Rn) to HDFS.
As depicted in Fig. 3, a hierarchy is an arrangement of
different jobs according their condition-decision attributes.
Each hierarchy tries to handle the attribute reduction jobs with
multiple overlapping and interdependent datasets. The proposed
SCNNH algorithm can be parallelized within the different
hierarchies using Spark to allow for a better approximation of
the contribution of various neighborhood radii. Thus, the
underlying interdependent structure of the condition attribute
jobs can be revealed. This model allows data to be preserved in
memory and read rapidly. The master node retrieves the dataset
from both the distributed cloud service provider and cloud
servers in HDFS, enabling each client to read those data
allocated to the local disk. Then, each client starts to process
more Map tasks. The set of < Keym ,Valuem > pairs is stored in
the Combine Vector. After all the Map tasks have completed,
the master

fi by

éeif cos (q 2) sin (q 2) ù
Uˆ i (q ,f ) = ê
ú
e - if cos (q 2) ûú
ëê-sin (q 2)

(0 £ q £ π,0 £ f £ π 2).
(24)
Then, a new Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium is
obtained, labeled as Qˆ Ä Qˆ .
7. Generalize Eisert et al.’s scheme [44] by performing the
entanglement operation
(25)
ji = Jˆ CC = cos(g / 2) CC + i sin(g / 2) DD ,
where g Î[0, p / 2] measures the entanglement of the
initial state.

8. Update the fi status to fi¢ after completing the quantum
equilibrium game among the shared coevolutionary
nearest-neighbor vectors.
9. Decode the entanglement operator using the quantum gate

Jˆ + , and combine the updated fi¢into the ensemble status:
j f = Jˆ +Uˆ 1 Ä Uˆ 2 Ä ××× Ä Uˆ n Jˆ RTM1 ××× RTMn . (26)
Using the QEGP based on the attribute weight tensor, the
dilemma in the classical game is resolved, and uncertain and
imprecise attributes do not degrade the reduction results. The
entire trend achieves dynamic balance from disequilibrium to
equilibrium. Hence, all the useful candidate attribute subsets
can be well preserved in the feature space, which fosters
high-quality reduction.
V. HIERARCHICAL COEVOLUTIONARY SPARK MODEL

J1

Jm

Jn

Combine
Vector

!
Jm-2
Jm-1

Map

Map

!

!

Combine
Vector

(b) Perform TCMapReduce

(a) Split big datasets

!
Reduce by <keyn, valuen>

!

Reduce by <keym-1, valuem-1>

!

!

Map

Map

J2

J2

Reduce by <keym+1,
valuem+1>

J1

HDFS

Ji
Parallelization

Map

Map

Split

Reduce by <key2, value2>

HDFS

Parallelization

R1

Jm+1

R2

!

!
Rm

Jn-1

!

Jn

Rn

(c) Distributed
attribute reduction
and storage

Fig. 3. Parallel architecture of hierarchical co-evolutionary Spark model.

MapReduce allows us to automatically process enormous
amounts of data by distributing the complexity among a
cluster of machines. Partitioning and distributing data and job
scheduling are the responsibility of MapReduce. Despite its
popularity, MapReduce is not appropriate for programs that
continuously read data and must retain the data in memory.
In this section, HDFS is adopted to support the distributed
runtime environment, and Spark is adopted to support
distributed data storage. We construct a hierarchical
coevolutionary Spark model combined with an improved
MapReduce to provide a coevolutionary platform for attribute

Process
Stage n

!

Jm-1

Stage m

J3

!

J2

Stage 2
Stage 1

J2(m+1)
J1m

J1

< key1 , value1 >

< keym , valu

Fig. 4. Dynamic execu
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Fourth, we construct a hierarchical coevolutionary Spark
model combined with an improved MapReduce framework to
node starts the Reduce tasks by distributing the pairs with
parallelize SNNQGAR and provide improved attribute
matching keys to the same node. Each Reduce task combines
reduction solutions for big data analytics.
those matching pairs to yield the final output in HDFS.
A graphical representation of the flowchart of the proposed
In the proposed hierarchical coevolutionary Spark model,
SNNQGAR is presented in Fig. An in the supplementary file,
TC-MapReduce is expressed via two functions, Map and
and its main steps are provided in Algorithm 4.
Reduce, denoted as follows:
Algorithm 4 Shared nearest-neighbor quantum game-based
Map : < in _ key, in _ value >® {< keym , valuem >| m = 1, 2,..., n};
attribute reduction (SNNQGAR)
Reduce : (key,[value1 , value2 ,..., valuen ]) ®
Step 11. Initialize the search space of the attribute set and construct
the attribute reduction model:
< final _ key, final _ value > .
(27)
F ( x) = min(S ( x)) ( x Î{0,1}m, g x ( x ) = g C ,
The dynamic execution process of jobs based on

< keym , valuem > is depicted in Fig. 4.

This model is suitable for big data attribute reduction
implementations, and it significantly improves the execution
efficiency of the proposed attribute reduction algorithm.
VI. PROPOSED SNNQGAR ALGORITHM FOR BIG DATA
ATTRIBUTE REDUCTION
Based on the abovementioned hierarchical coevolutionary
Spark model and the shared nearest-neighbor hierarchy-based
quantum equilibrium game, we propose the SNNQGAR
algorithm, which expands the attribute weight tensor to the
shared nearest-neighbor relation to better partition complex
attribute sets on Spark. This algorithm can explicitly identify
the interdependent variables in such a way that the complexity
and nonseparability of interdependent variables can be
minimized among different attribute subsets. Thus, it achieves
superior attribute reduction performance. The basic ideas are
presented as follows.
First, we construct the minimum attribute reduction model as
the optimization object. SCNNH is designed to consider the
features of the nearest-neighborhood attribute subsets and
calculate the similarity between the attribute subsets.
Second, we construct the attribute weight tensor to generate
ranking vectors for the attributes. The neighborhood attribute
subsets can be derived from the separability of the attribute
weight ranking vectors. This process generates an optimal list
of candidate attribute subsets and facilitates achieving the
Pareto front of nondominated reduction solutions.
Third, we adopt a QEGP based on the attribute weight tensor
to guarantee that uncertain and imprecise attributes do not
degrade the reduction results.

"q Î x ( x), g x ( x )\{q} = g x ( x )).
(28)

2. Calculate the upper g A ( D ) and lower g A ( D) related to
i
i
each condition attribute Ai Î C . Then, select the most
relevant attribute subset that has the highest upper
relevance value, g A ( D ) .
i
3. Obtain the equivalence class of the attribute set using the
hierarchical coevolutionary Spark model:
{ (i) Convert Si on Spark to S ¬ spark.textfile(Si ) .
(ii)
(iii)

EC ¬ S .Map(key ¬ ECi ; value ¬ id x ).
.
groupByKey().values
S ¢ ¬ EC.Map(result ¬ ECi .

.
getOneMaxDecisionArr ())
(iv) Merge the same equivalence subclasses
{EC1, EC2 ,...ECi ...ECn } to obtain the total
equivalence class set.
}
4. Let Red ¬ Æ . For each attribute a Î C - Red ,
do
{ (i) Calculate equivalence classes for the candidate
attribute subset Red {a} using Algorithm 1
and calculate the attribute significance
and
using
sig Red ( a )
POS Red {a} ( D)
Algorithm 2.
(ii) Am ¬ select ({sig Red ( A1 ),..., sig Red ( An )}).
(iii) Select the best candidate attribute set Am and

Red = Red {Am } using Algorithm 3.
(iv)

ECRed

{ a}

¬ S ¢.Map(key ¬ ECi¢ , value ¬ id x¢ ).

groupByKey().values.
(v) U ¢ ¬ U ¢ - POSRed ( D).
(vi) Output the ith attribute reduction subset ARi.
} while (the termination criterion is not met).
5. Calculate the fitness Fit ( ARi ) of the ith attribute
reduction
subset ARi, and achieve the best reduction solution,
ARibest .
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6. Evaluate whether the accuracy of the reduction resolution
satisfies the predefined accuracy.
If it does, output the optimal reduction set
FR Opt =

n

best
i

AR

; otherwise, go to Step 4.

i =1

VII.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental setup
We executed our experiments on the Hadoop platform,
which is a software framework and programming model for big
data analytics. We developed both Spark and MapReduce
applications based on this platform. All the algorithms were
implemented in Java. The public computing service platform
provided by our University of Technology Sydney (UTS)
consists of a virtual machine with 12 CPUs and 256 GB of
memory. It is a High-performance Computing Linux Cluster
with 8 nodes, which is strictly reserved for very large parallel
and multithreaded computations. The machine configuration
listed in Table I shows the slave node configurations of
different users’ computers. We use the personal computer only
as a member of the power users group to perform Spark and
MapReduce applications based on this platform. The computers
were connected via Ethernet (100 Mbps). Detailed information
about the experimental platform is presented in Table I.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
Platform

Version

Programmi
ng language

CPU
(M)

Memory
(GB)

Hard
disk

Spark

Hadoop2.6.0 spark1.5.1

Scale,
scale-2.11.7

i5-2410

6

480
GB

5

MapReduce

Hadoop2.6.0

Java, jdk
1.7.0_55

i5-2410

6

2TB

2

Node

We selected five publicly available big datasets from the UCI
repository [53] with different statistical characteristics and a
large number of samples. In addition, we employed the
well-known WEKA data generator from the WEKA data
mining software (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka) to
generate three synthetic large-scale datasets (Weka-1.8G,
Weka-3.2G and Weka-6.4G). Descriptive information about
the attributes of these datasets is shown in Table II. We first
adopted the hierarchical coevolutionary Spark model to
partition large number of attributes into different attribute
subsets. Then, we employed the proposed SCNNH with
self-evolving compensation to ensure calculation of the
similarity between attribute subsets with multiple overlapping
and interdependent attributes. Finally, the proposed SNNQGAR
algorithm was parallelized to perform attribute reduction for the
attribute subsets to achieve the best reduction solutions.
No.

Datasets

Samples

Attributes

PokerHand

1,025,010

10

2

KddCup 1999

4,856,151

41

5,000,000

18

3

Susy

4

RLCP

5,749,132

4

5

Higgs

11,000,000

28

32000000
32,000,000

10

6

In this section, we implement a series of experiments to
illustrate the performance of the proposed SNNQGAR
algorithm compared with those of four representative
algorithms: S3 [34], Reducer [37], PACCA [54], and
PAHAR-S [58]. Specifically, we describe the experimental
setup in Section VII-A and assess the comparisons of the
attribute reduction and classification using different classifiers
and different big datasets in Section VII-B. The stability of the
SNNQGAR algorithm is further evaluated in Section VII-C.
Finally, a related discussion is provided in Section VII-D.

TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS

1

Weka-1.8G

7

Weka-3.2G

40,000,000

15

8

Weka-6.4G

80,000,000

15

B. Attribute reduction comparison on big datasets
Fig. 5 presents the average comparison results for the
attribute reduction accuracy and running time with different
sample-to-noise ratios. We added some random numbers to
each attribute value to form incremental sample-to-noise ratios.
The random numbers satisfy the normal distribution with a
mean of zero and a standard deviation of i%, where i=1.5, 2.5,
5.0, 7.5, and 10. For the attribute sets characterized by the
sample-to-noise ratios, the experiment showed significant
results for real-world attribute reduction problems with
different sample-noise ratios. We computed the reduction
accuracy ( RAcc ) on these noisy attribute values as follows:

1 n ARi
(29)
å ,
n i =1 Atotal
where ARi is the number of correct attribute reductions
yielded by each algorithm, Atotal is the total number of
attributes in each big dataset, and n is the number of
independent runs.
In Fig. 5, the x-axis denotes different levels of incremental
sample-noise ratios, the left y-axis indicates variations in the
attribute reduction accuracy, and the right y-axis indicates the
CPU running time. The experimental results show that the
reduction accuracy decreases as the sample-to-noise ratio
increases. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), although PACCA and
Reducer achieve relatively similar performances regarding
reduction accuracy as does SNNQGAR, they have much longer
running times—at least 40% higher than that of SNNQGAR.
Compared with PACCA and Reducer, SNNQGAR based on
Spark significantly improves the reduction accuracy. As an
example, in the Susy dataset, when the level of the
sample-to-noise ratio increases from 2.5% to 5.0%, the
variation in the reduction accuracy of SNNQGAR is 1.8%.
When the level of the attribute-to-noise ratio increases from
5.0% to 7.5%, the variation in the reduction accuracy is 2.3%.
Similar results can be observed in Fig. 5 (c) and (d). Thus, as
the sample-to-noise ratio levels dynamically increase,
SNNQGAR’s advantage becomes considerably more obvious,
and it can achieve satisfactory results.
The average running time increases with the incremental
sample-to-noise ratio, but SNNQGAR is significantly more
stable than are the compared algorithms because as the
sample-noise ratio in big data increases, the Spark performance
of increases substantially compared with that of MapReduce.
Fig. 5 shows that the parallel attribute reduction time is reduced
to half of the original time using Spark. Spark’s
in-memory-based calculations accelerate the parallel processing
of SNNQGAR and greatly reduce its attribute reduction
overhead. Thus, these experimental results show that
SNNQGAR’s effectiveness and efficiency of increase when
using the proposed hierarchical coevolutionary Spark model,
and its sensitivity to noise is reduced to some extent.
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Table III details the classification accuracy means and
standard deviations for 10 trials. The symbols “†” and “††”
denote that the performance of the corresponding algorithm is
worse than or better than that of SNNQGAR, respectively. The
best mean value is highlighted in boldface with a gray
background. No single algorithm is consistently better than the
others on all the tested datasets. For the SVM classifier on the
KddCup 1999 dataset, with variances of K=20% attributes,
SNNQGAR fails to obtain the optimal average classification
accuracy but is close to the best performance achieved by
PAHAR-S. This result is identified by the symbol “††” and
primarily caused by the occasionally aggressive reduction
behavior of the SCNNH in SNNQGAR, which can degenerate
and result in a local-minimal value. Then, the solution
distribution is not accurately reflected, and a small distance
from the attained solution is observed. Furthermore, involving
additional zero-mean Gaussian noise deteriorates the
convergence ability of SNNQGAR.

♦

■

♦

■♦

5

4 ´
3

■

Runtime ( 102 s)

The experimental results in Fig. 5 show that the
computational complexity of SNNQGAR is O (nm logm), where
m and n are the number of samples and features, respectively.
Regarding the compared algorithms, the overall computational
complexity of PACCA is O (m2n), while that of Reducer is O
(mn2). Hence, if we were to evaluate the algorithms using even
larger datasets, the computational times of the compared
algorithms would be unacceptable, but SNNQGAR requires
less training time to obtain the optimal solutions and does not
impose any serious burden on runtime complexity.
SNNQGAR’s success occurs because it deletes many more
unnecessary attribute sets by using the hierarchical
coevolutionary Spark model, and it needs to search a smaller
region to obtain an optimal solution. Consequently,
SNNQGAR’s running time is considerably less than its
standard counterpart in most cases.
C. Classification and stability comparison using big data
Classifier accuracy is used as a metric to assess the quality of
the attribute reduction algorithms. In the following experiment,
the features selected by the different algorithms are fed into

2
1

5.0%

7.5%

Noise ratio
(d)

10%

S3
PAHAR-S
SNNQGAR
Reducer
PACCA
PAHAR-S
SNNQGAR
S3
runtime
■
Reducer
runtime
PACCA
Fig. 5.runtime
Comparisons of the attribute reduction accuracy and runtime ofruntime
five algorithms on four big
datasets:
runtime
(a) PokerHand, (b) KddCup 1999, (c) Susy, (d) RLCP.

0

♦

three classifiers: linear SVM [55], C4.5 [56] and 1-Nearest
Neighbor (1NN) [57]. We conducted 10 trials on each dataset,
which were randomly split into training and testing subsets at a
ratio of 6:4. To evaluate the classification accuracy more
objectively and reasonably, we simulated a case in which
anomalies were created by adding zero-mean Gaussian noise to
normal observations. More specifically, after splitting the
normal dataset into training and test sets, we further split the
test set into two equally sized datasets. One of the newly split
test sets was kept as is and represented normal observations,
whereas in the remaining set, we randomly selected K%
attributes from the entire data space and added zero-mean
Gaussian noise to the projected subspace to represent
anomalies. In this way, we obtained an incomplete dataset with
different missing data rates.

As illustrated in Table III, SNNQGAR obviously
outperforms the compared algorithms in terms of classification
accuracy on most of the larger datasets, achieving an overall
2.5%~8.0% improvement. Specifically, SNNQGAR has a
significant better average classification accuracy with the SVM
classifier at variances of K=30% attributes. The classification
accuracies presented in Table III show that SNNQGAR is more
effective and efficient than the compared algorithms.
Reducer and S3 are unable to produce scalable solutions for
larger datasets from the classification performance perspective.
In addition, although PAHAR-S can determine some scalable
solutions for big datasets, its performance also suffers under the
different attribute variances.
Next, to verify the stability of the SNNQGAR algorithm,
we evaluate the variation trends in classification accuracy as
the percentage of perturbed attributes increases. Fig. 6 in the
supplementary file shows the variation trends in the
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classification accuracies of S3 [34], Reducer [37], PACCA
[54],
PAHAR-S[58], and SNNQGAR as a function of the percentage
of attributes synthetically perturbed by additive zero-mean
Gaussian noise in two of the larger datasets. The x-axis
indicates the percentage of perturbed attributes out of the total
number of attributes, and the y-axis shows the average
classification accuracy values. As shown in Fig. 6, SNNQGAR
significantly outperforms the other algorithms when the
percentage of perturbed attributes is below 40%. When the
percentage of perturbed attributes exceeds 40%, SNNQGAR’s
performance remains more stable and achieves lower variance
in its classification accuracy values. The experimental results
indicate that SNNQGAR is suitable for addressing attribute
reduction in large-scale datasets with different perturbed
attributes, thereby overcoming the limitations of the
representative parallel attribute reduction algorithms.
Nevertheless, PAHAR-S is sensitive to perturbed attributes in
the big datasets because it does not consider a certain
percentage of these attributes.

density or high dimensionality. Compared with the
representative attribute reduction algorithms S3 [34], Reducer
[37], PACCA [54], and PAHAR-S [58], the proposed
SNNQGAR algorithm achieved better attribute reduction
performance by a large margin on most of the datasets.
Moreover, the classification systems that employed
SNNQGAR as the attribute reduction algorithm usually
achieved the highest classification accuracy values. In the few
cases in which the performance of SNNQGAR was not
optimal, it still outperformed almost all the compared
algorithms. Despite the appealing performance of the
representative algorithms in accuracy-oriented classification
systems, SNNQGAR was not affected by the increasing sample
sizes and variations in noise levels in most of the cases
throughout our experiments.

TABLE III
AVERAGE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY COMPARISON OF 10 TRIALS FOR CLASSIFIERS BY DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
WITH VARIANCES OF K=20% AND 30% ATTRIBUTES (TEST±STD /%)

K-NN

Variances of attributes (K=30%)

PokerHand

KddCup
1999

Susy

RLCP

Higgs

Weka-1.8G

Weka-3.2G

Weka-6.4G

Reducer

91.23±0.23†

91.07±0.34†

90.67±0.86†

93.25±0.56†

92.12±0.24†

91.16±1.25†

90.07±0.29†

91.87±0.53†

PAHAR-S

91.08±0.17†

93.16±0.86††

91.28±1.08†

94.17±0.26†

93.12±0.46†

92.02±0.11†

91.32±0.34†

91.90±0.38†

PACCA

89.23±0.35†

89.29±0.68†

92.17±0.36†

91.45±0.36†

92.45±0.22†

92.21±0.32†

89.78±0.34†

92.54±0.65†

S3

88.21±0.17†

88.98±0.25†

90.12±0.23†

92.05±0.67†

91.09±0.32†

91.99±0.76†

86.28±0.54†

87.49±0.21†

93.28±0.65

92.31±0.65

94.89±0.15

94.21±0.25

93.51±0.39

93.22±0.65

92.19±0.23

93.49±0.65

Reducer

90.21±0.78†

87.34±1.23†

89.23±0.65†

91.35±0.59†

90.37±0.42†

90.87±0.31†

86.15±0.35†

90.89±0.78†

PAHAR-S

88.23±0.74†

91.78±1.06††

87.37±0.45†

90.24±0.57†

92.19±0.39†

92.19±0.43††

88.10±0.87†

89.69±0.53†

PACCA

87.12±1.09†

87.33±1.28†

89.63±0.67†

89.66±0.79†

90.22±0.39†

91.67±0.59†

87.11±0.69†

91.39±0.67†

S3

87.18±0.63†

88.57±1.08†

87.15±1.08†

90.24±0.78†

89.31±0.35†

89.28±0.17†

85.21±0.89†

87.07±0.78†

SNNQGAR

92.06±0.54

91.18±0.56

92.80±0.87

92.67±0.28

93.39±0.42

92.09±0.17

91.03±0.20

92.09±0.31

Reducer

89.18±0.27†

86.18±1.26†

87.34±1.23†

90.56±0.71†

90.11±0.54†

88.18±0.89†

87.43±0.52†

88.56±0.59†

PAHAR-S

90.23±0.65†

89.21±0.72†

88.19±0.32†

87.90±1.23†

89.45±0.67†

89.21±0.69†

88.09±0.68†

87.94±0.78†

PACCA

88.24±1.52†

91.35±1.09†

90.29±0.56†

86.19±1.24†

91.09±0.43†

SNNQGAR
88.58±0.43†
Reducer

†
PAHAR-S
87.28±0.59

†
S3
90.11±0.67

90.23±0.87†

9487.14±0.61†

86.23±0.80†

85.89±0.68†

86.79±0.46†

9

9093.91±0.43

91.29±0.53

91.095±0.59

92.68±0.46

9

SNNQGAR

C4.5

Variances of attributes (K=20%)

Our evaluation also shows that SNNQGAR performs well at
†
†
†
S3 they occur
88.79±1.32
86.98±0.73
89.76±0.34
detecting anomalies when
in relatively
big data.
The
graphics in TableSNNQGAR
III and Fig.93.18±0.59
6 show that
SNNQGAR’s
91.78±0.68
92.89±0.21
performance is less affected by the percentage of perturbed
attributes and provides robustness and stability comparable to
those of the other algorithms because more attribute weight
tensors in the coevolutionary nearest neighbors are available for
classification as the percentage of perturbed attributes
increases. Hence, the proposed SNNQGAR algorithm provides
a better tradeoff between accuracy and robustness.
D. Discussion
In summary, our experimental study has indicated that the
SNNQGAR algorithm outperforms four representative
algorithms on most big datasets. We conclude that SNNQGAR
is suitable for handling big data of various shapes and sizes and
that it achieves satisfactory performance on multiscale datasets
with cross winding and that have significant differences in

92.76±1.34

86
82
78
74

PACCA

Classification accuracy (%)

SVM

Different
algorithms

Classification accuracy (%)

Different
classifiers

8

8

7

7

7

70
20

40
60
70
80
100
Percentage of perturbed attributes (%)
(a)
Fig. 6. Stability comparison results for the classification accuracy of three algorithms
zero-mean Gaussian noise: (a) Weka-3.2G, (b) Weka-6.4G.
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Although PACCA and PAHAR-S are considered efficient
and flexible and can guarantee fast convergence results, they
select only a few redundant attributes for certain iteration steps,
which increases their computational complexity. Hence, this
approach might limit their applications in classification
problems involving heterogeneous big data. In addition,
PACCA and PAHAR-S are less robust to outliers or noisy
attributes than our proposed SNNQGAR algorithm. This
finding again confirms that the shared nearest-neighbor
quantum game enhances the efficiency of SNNQGAR. As a
dataset becomes larger, SNNQGAR’s efficiency gain increases.
The main contribution of this paper is the novel shared
nearest-neighbor quantum game-based attribute reduction
approach using hierarchical coevolutionary Spark. The metrics
of the attribute reduction and the classification results of
SNNQGAR are remarkably superior to those of the compared
algorithms. The significant advantages are summarized as
follows.
(1) Reasonability: In SNNQGAR, the SCNNH adopts an
indirect distance measurement method that accounts for the
effects of attribute neighbors, and it draws on the concept of
shared neighbors to generate interaction neighborhood vectors
with self-evolving compensation that characterize the distance
between coevolutionary nearest neighbors. This approach
greatly accelerates the big data attribute reduction process by
removing the relatively dispensable and redundant objects and
retaining the decisive attributes. Thus, this approach has the
ability to remove redundancies in the collected reductions and
allow for rapid updates of the final reduction sets.
Consequently, our proposed SNNQGAR algorithm is more
advantageous than are the existing attribute reduction
algorithms.
(2) Efficiency: We construct a novel attribute weight tensor
to generate the ranking vectors for the nearest-neighbor
attributes that balances the relative contributions of different
neighbor attribute subsets. On large-scale datasets, we utilize
distributed hierarchical coevolutionary Spark to accelerate the
loadable big datasets and parallelize SNNQGAR to improve its
processing efficiency. This approach can relieve the huge data
volume anxiety when processing big data. SNNQGAR shows a
significant improvement in running time, especially when the
attribute variances are higher. However, the compared
algorithms show big-O time complexity in most

cases. The time complexity of SNNQGAR is better than those
of the compared algorithms in most cases. In our experiment,
the complexity order of all the algorithms is as follows:
SNNQGAR < PACCA < PAHAR-S < S3 < Reducer.
Therefore, SNNQGAR achieves the highest efficiency.
(3) Robustness: SNNQGAR is robust to large sample data
problems with higher perturbations. In Fig. 6, SNNQGAR
shows almost the same accuracy under 70%–100%
perturbations for the 3.2G and 6.4G datasets. This result occurs
because the proposed quantum equilibrium game strategy based
on the attribute weight tensor exploits inherent attribute
structures and reduces the impact of the additional zero-mean
Gaussian noise. Accordingly, the strongly related noisy features
might be avoided in some data subsets after sampling,
guaranteeing that higher perturbations will not obviously
degrade the attribute reduction performance when dealing with
big datasets that have large numbers of samples.
SNNQGAR’s benefits increase as the data attribute-noise ratio
increases, which further indicates that SNNQGAR is a feasible
and efficient big dataset attribute reduction approach.
A comparison of S3, Reducer, PACCA, PAHAR-S, and the
SNNQGAR algorithm showed that the proposed algorithm
greatly reduces the execution time via the quantum equilibrium
game based on the attribute weight tensor, and it is significantly
less sensitive to noise. Thus, SNNQGAR achieves lower
variance errors, which means that it is more stable than are
traditional attribute reduction algorithms. Furthermore, the
classifications are highly correlated with human evaluations.
The abovementioned significant advantages are applicable to
the critical challenges discussed in Section I, including the
scalability, efficiency, and robustness of the attribute reduction
of big data. In summary, the superiority of SNNQGAR has
been clearly demonstrated. The results indicate that
SNNQGAR is a promising attribute reduction algorithm for
real-world big data applications.
VIII. CONSISTENT SEGMENTATION APPLICATION IN NEONATAL
CEREBRAL CORTICAL SURFACES
In recent decades, the rapid development of noninvasive
brain interference technologies has opened new horizons in the
study of brain anatomy and function. Enormous progress has
been made in exploring brain anatomy using magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI)[59][60][61]. Consistent and accurate
automatic segmentation of newborn brain anatomical regions is
of great importance when studying longitudinal subtle changes
of the cerebral cortex at neonatal ages; however, a neonatal
brain MRI has a much lower contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and
a lower signal-to-noise ratio than does an MRI of an adult
brain. Moreover, the brain structure varies enormously in terms
of shape and appearance during the neonatal period. In this
segmentation experiment, we automatically generate neonatal
brain MRIs using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET) from the
FMRIB Software Library [62]. These brain data consist of the
T1 channel of MRIs of the complex neonatal brain. Each
dataset contains MRI data for 96 (512 × 512) 12-bit images
obtained in the axial plane using a 1.5-Tesla Siemens Sonata
with a standard head coil. These images are first processed to
remove the air and skull pixels. The remaining pixels in each of
the 96 images are unrolled into 1-D (pixel-value) feature
vectors. Then, the feature vectors from each of the 96 slices are
combined, creating a dataset containing approximately 4
million 1-D objects. Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 8 (a) show examples of
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the unmyelinated white matter is correctly identified and
presents clearly distinguishable gyri and sulci.

two coronal slices from the MRI data before skull and air
removal.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 7. Segmentation of subcortical gray matter: (a) Original subject of coronal MRI-1slice; (b) Segmented
contours of subcortical gray matters; (c) Axial slice; (d) Sagittal slice; (e) 3D surface of gray matter.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 8. Segmentation of unmyelinated white matter: (a) Original subject of coronal MRI-2 slice; (b)
Segmented contours of unmyelinated and myelinated white matter; (c) Axial slice;
(d) Sagittal slice; (e) 3D surface of white matter.
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We tested the proposed SNNQGAR
Subjects
(a)
To further evaluate the reliability
(b)
of the SNNQGAR
neonatal brain MRIs with a gestational
age (GA) between 26
Fig. 9. Dicegray
coefficients
for two
(a) Subcortical
gray matter.
(b) Myelinated
white matter.of neonatal
and 42 weeks. Subcortical
mattercomparison
is difficult
to quantitative
segment evaluations.
algorithm
for performing
consistent
segmentation
because it presents intensity levels similar to those of cortical cerebral subcortical gray matter and myelinated white matter,
gray matter. In this experiment, we employed the proposed we quantitatively analyzed the details of the Dice similarity
SNNQGAR algorithm to segment the large dark regions coefficient values averaged for ten subjects, as shown in Fig. 9.
associated with subcortical gray matter from the neonatal We compared SNNQGAR with two popular methods: brain
cerebral cortex surfaces while preserving the fine dark regions surface extraction (LPG-PCA) [63] and skull stripping using
of the cortical gray matter. For the experiment, we select three graph cuts (GCUT) [64]. The Dice similarity coefficient is
views: a coronal slice, an axial slice, and a sagittal slice. In Fig. calculated as follows:
7, all the subcortical gray matter from the three views is
2A B
(30)
denoted by blue while the cortical gray matter is denoted by
Dice(A,B) =
´100% ,
red. The results show that the subcortical gray matter can be
A+B
accurately distinguished from the complex connected
where A and B are the voxel sets of two different
homogeneous regions.
tissue segmentations.
Another challenge involves accurately discriminating
Fig. 9 shows that compared with LPG-PCA and GCUT,
unmyelinated white matter from cortical gray matter because it
SNNQGAR
achieves the highest Dice coefficient, which
is posed based
verifies
that
SNNQGAR can segment distinct regions of
on the partial volume effects in the neighborhood of external
neonatal
cerebral
cortex surfaces with good overall accuracy
cerebral spinal fluid. Moreover, many blurred interfaces occur
between the unmyelinated white matter and cortical gray and consistency.
matter. In this experiment, we focus on segmenting the
To further validate the algorithms, the SNNQGAR and the
myelinated white matter regions from the newborn brain. In two compared algorithms are used to process the larger
Fig. 8, the unmyelinated white matter is denoted by red, while 1D-MRI dataset, which includes 50 million objects from the
the myelinated white matter is denoted by blue. The results FMRIB software library. We tested the three algorithms at
show that SNNQGAR accurately captures the cortical gray sample sizes of 0.0001%, 0.001%, 0.01% and 0.1%, which
matter region and correctly distinguishes unmyelinated white
matter from other tissue. The resulting tissue surfaces show that required approximately 10, 50, 100 and 200 MB of memory,
respectively. We employed the runtime (RT, /s) and adjusted
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rand index (ARI) [65] as two types of performance criteria.
Table IV shows the comparison of three algorithms based on
these performance criteria on the larger 1D-MRI dataset. As
expected, SNNQGAR achieves an efficient and effective
solution every time, regardless of the sample sizes. In contrast,
GCUT has longest running time due to the large data
accumulation. In particular, when the sample size is 0.01%,
GCUT requires 100.09 s, while SNNQGAR requires only
10.23 s, achieving a 10 ´ speed improvement. Furthermore,
LPG-PCA and GCUT are less consistent, as evidenced by their
inferior ARI results. As the sample size increases, SNNQGAR
becomes the preferred algorithm, achieving an ARI close to 1.
TABLE IV
Performance criterion comparison on the larger 1D-MRI dataset
Volume

Sample
size

SNNQGAR

LPG-PCA

GCUT

RT

ARI

RT

ARI

RT

ARI

0.0001%

3.18

0.96

4.29

0.88

12.89

0.86

0.001%

7.89

0.98

10.98

0.89

41.90

0.85

0.01%

10.23

0.98

50.89

0.92

100.09

0.91

0.1%

25.98

1.00

70.90

0.94

160.67

0.92

SNNQGAR’s improvement over these two popular methods
is significant, which indicates the superiority of SNNQGAR in
characterizing neonatal brain structural anomalies for
overlapping and interdependent fuzzy cerebral tissues.
SNNQGAR consistently provides satisfactory segmentations as
well as quantitative comparisons
In summary, based on the observations above, SNNQGAR
running on the hierarchical coevolutionary Spark platform
exhibits great potential and exciting advantages for real-world
big data applications.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
The uncertain and intricate nature of big data, which includes
high-dimensional attributes with complex structures and
ever-increasing volumes, greatly affects the attribute reduction
performance. Consequently, attribute reduction processes are
time-consuming and inefficient at performing complex attribute
reduction and at extracting useful knowledge from these
dynamically changing massive datasets. However, the proposed
shared nearest-neighbor quantum game-based attribute
reduction (SNNQGAR) running on the hierarchical
coevolutionary Spark platform can solve these problems for the
following reasons.
We present an SCNNH with self-evolving compensation to
calculate the similarity among multiple overlapping and
interdependent attribute subsets in a large search space
according to the shared neighbor information of the sample
attributes. The proposed coevolutionary procedure converges
quickly, which greatly improves the algorithm’s efficiency and
accuracy. Second, we construct an attribute weight tensor to
generate ranking vectors for attributes that balance the relative
contributions of different neighbor attribute subsets. Third, we
employ a quantum equilibrium game paradigm based on an
attribute weight tensor to ensure that the uncertain and
imprecise attributes do not degrade the final attribute reduction
results. Hence, all the useful candidate attribute subsets of
massive datasets are well preserved in the attribute space.
Finally, we adopt a new hierarchical coevolutionary Spark
model combined with an improved MapReduce model that,
together, allow better parallelization of the proposed

SNNQGAR algorithm and provide efficient attribute reduction
solutions for dynamically changing massive datasets.
The experimental results clearly demonstrate SNNQGAR’s
superior performance. SNNQGAR outperforms most of the
tested state-of-the-art attribute reduction algorithms. We also
evaluated the accuracy and efficiency of SNNQGAR at the task
of segmenting subcortical gray matter and unmyelinated white
matter from complex neonatal cerebral cortex surfaces. The
results clearly show that SNNQGAR is helpful in cortical
folding studies of the neonatal cerebrum.
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